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	  	E-commerce

	  	

			In e-Commerce, our focus is on you as a trademark owner or producer of a product that you
			want to sell on the European market under your own or one of our brands.

			

			To reach this goal together, we offer you a wide range of services and are represented in all the
			larger European e-commerce marketplaces, e.g. Amazon, eBay, OTTO and Conrad. Furthermore,
			via EasyLamp, we operate a pan-European portal for wholesalers and retailers, on which you
			can also market and sell your products.
		

	  
	  	Special logistics

	  	

	  	The concept of special logistics, for us, means logistics and shipping capable of
	  	integrating additional digital documentation for finance, controlling and contracts in your
	  	processes.

	  	

	  	Thanks to the software we have developed in-house, we are able to model, realise and adapt
	  	logistics and shipping processes perfectly to your needs. There are no limits to your wishes, no
	  	matter whether you want to integrate bookkeeping, compliance, invoicing, contractual or currency
	  	requirements. We will find the right solution for you.
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			DSE eServices cover the most important services of the dse.one network for
			e-commerce, making up a sevenfold e-commerce concept.

			

			DSE eServices covers the following seven concepts and services in the field of
			e-commerce for you:

				Consultation on your market, product and tax law
	Importation of your goods with customs and import taxes
	Storage, shipping and product returns
	Generation of texts, images and videos
	Product placement in online shops and marketplaces
	Bookkeeping and invoicing using OSS processes
	Marketing and social media for your products
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			bootphrog is a PHP Application Framework we have developed ourselves as
			systementwickler in order to professionally realise the widest range of applications,
			systems and solutions.

			

			All our internal systems for contracts, orders, bookkeeping, logistics, shipping and merchandise
			management are based on our own bootphrog PHP Application Framework system. This allows us
			to model and realise any and all kinds of processes you need - while also integrating with all
			existing systems you have installed and interacting with them. Above all in logistics, we are thus
			able to provide you with wholly new systems. This is what we mean by special logistics.
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	  	EasyLamp GmbH was founded in 2006 as a company distributing electronics and electrical
	  	optical components for projectors across the German-speaking world.

	  	

	  	As part of the dse.one network, via EasyLamp, we take over importation of products to
	  	Europe, including customs and import taxes. Our current geographical focus for importation is in
	  	the United States, China, Mexico and South Korea. In addition, EasyLamp operates a
	  	Europe-wide portal for wholesalers and retailers to distribute their products, with online shops
	  	under our own codalux brand for end consumers in many countries in Europe.
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	  	Since 2008 e-commerce and special logistics have been the focus of
	  	die systementwickler GmbH & Co. KG. The company develops and operates the dse.one
	  	systems and solutions.

	  	

	  	In e-commerce, we provide you with online shops for your products under our azurano
	  	and vitaliano brands, alongside access to the largest European marketplaces - e.g. Amazon,
	  	eBay, OTTO and Conrad. Special programs such as Amazon FBA, PanEU and Business perfectly complement
	  	the portfolio we offer you. In special logistics, we offer you logistics and shipping
	  	alongside the integration of any digital and physical requirements into your and our processes.
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